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Abstract
The uses of the popular microblogging service Twitter for political purposes have been discussed by scholars and political pundits alike. While suggestions have been made that the conversational aspects of the microblog could serve to instigate online deliberation between equals, rather few studies have investigated such claims empirically. This paper presents such an empirical study, based on a large-scale data set of tweets concerning the 2011 Danish parliamentary election. By combining state-of-the-art data collection and analysis techniques with theoretically informed matters for discussion, we provide an assessment of political Twitter activity among high-end users of the microblog during a one-month period leading up to the election. Identifying a series of user types, findings indicate that while the bulk of the studied activity bares characteristics of a representative public sphere, traces of a participatory public sphere were also discerned.
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Introduction

Studies of political communication in online media tend to portray something novel, explicitly or implicitly invoking the idea of new medium impacting societal structures. Yet, the World Wide Web has existed for nearly two decades, slowly making its way into the mainstream of media use. Blogs – often thought of as online, personal journals – have been around for almost as long (Larsson and Hrastinski 2011; Rettberg 2010). Web 2.0, a “buzzword” conceived to signal a second generation of web services geared towards audience participation and content co-creation, first became popular in 2004 (O’Reilly 2005; Mjøs et al. 2010). Related, so-called social media, like Facebook or Twitter, have been gaining interest in academia as well as in broader society for the past five years or so.

Taking this into account, we should consider ourselves past the pioneering phase of studies dominated by speculation and fragmentation, and be well into a follow-up phase of knowledge- and paradigm-building based on large-scale empirical studies undertaken in different social, cultural and political contexts. Furthermore, such studies need to engage with democratic theory on a substantial and operationalised level. As suggested by Karakaya Polat, to advance our understanding of online political activity as performed both by politicians and citizens, researchers should look into “established theories of political participation” (Polat 2005, 441).

This article presents a study that seeks to do exactly this. It provides insights into the uses of the microblogging service Twitter for mediated public political communication during the 2011 Danish parliamentary election. Utilising large-scale data collection of 28,695 messages sent by 3192 users, the analysis is focused on how high-end users of the Twitter service communicate about politics. Not only are we interested in mapping and categorising those who most frequently used Twitter for political communication – we are also interested in testing the explanatory power of different democratic theories’ notion of participation in the public sphere. We are not aiming at some “universal diagnosis” on how digital media contributes to the construction of a public sphere. Rather than applying public sphere theories normatively, we mobilise different strands of democratic theory in order to critically assess the workings of Twitter and to answer the research question: is political communication on Twitter best understood as representation or participation? When seeking to understand who communicates, we argue, scholars are well served by a certain theoretical eclecticism, or willingness to consider different theoretical perspectives.

Two Phases of Online Political Communication

The spread of the Internet throughout western societies during the mid-1990s gave rise to a number of claims regarding the potential of the new medium for invigorating political debate and participation (i.e. Hirzalla 2007; Lilleker and Malagón 2010, 25). As noted by Kleis Nielsen, “the Internet’s potential for political mobilisation has been highlighted for more than a decade” (2010, 755). Indeed, while concepts and ideas like “e-democracy” (Chadwick 2008) “informational democracy” (Castells 1996), “postmodern political campaigning” (Norris 2000) or “conversational democracy” (Coleman 2005) were plentiful during what could be labeled a first phase of online political communication, empirical research endeavors
have mostly provided “somber assessments” (Vaccari 2008, 2) regarding the use of the Internet for political purposes. In the context of US presidential elections, Foot and Schneider (2006) examined web sites hosted by a range of political actors during the 2000, 2002 and 2004 elections. They found that while some political actors employed features with the purpose to mobilise citizens, the overarching tendency were to offer a variety of informing features (e.g. Vaccari 2008, 6). Such features mostly replicate an archetypal offline sender-receiver model of political communication. Similar results, indicating hesitant approaches to the new medium on behalf of both parts have been reported from a variety of European elections (e.g. Lilleker et al. 2011), including Germany (Schweitzer 2008); United Kingdom (Jackson and Lilleker 2009); France (Vaccari 2008; Lilleker and Malagón 2010); Italy (Calenda and Meijer 2009) Finland (Carlson and Strandberg 2008; Strandberg 2009); Norway (Kalnes 2009; Karlsen 2010) and Sweden (Bergström 2007; Larsson 2011).

Altogether then, the claim made by Stromer-Galley (2000) over a decade ago that “time and energy” are apparently better spent on “tried and true campaign strategies” still appear valid. Indeed, this first phase of research into online political communication can be summed up as having proceeded “from early enthusiasm to pessimistic reaction […] to the recent, more balanced and empirically driven approaches” (Chadwick 2008, 11-12)

This is not to say that what we are witnessing is a status quo. Indeed, recent years have seen interest in the potential of the Internet for political purposes on the rise yet again, despite the somewhat downtrodden results of previous research efforts. Emphasis has been placed on the activities of politicians as well as citizens within the realms of various social networking services (e.g. Boyd and Ellison 2007). As such, we can discern what can be labeled a second phase of online political communication, focusing on the uses of services like Facebook and Twitter for political purposes. While such platforms have been discussed in the context of uprisings in totalitarian states (i.e. Gaffney 2010; Morozov 2011), research has also been undertaken in more stable political contexts.

Scholars have pointed to the 2008 Obama US presidential campaign, with its “savvy use of the Internet” (Wattal et al. 2010, 670), as a prime example of the roles social networking services can play during parliamentary elections. However, the realities of everyday campaigning appear to tell a somewhat different story. Utilising an ethnographic approach, Kleis Nielsen (2010) observed the day-to-day routines during two 2008 US congressional campaigns, finding that mundane internet tools (like mass emails and various other informing functionalities) were used more than emerging tools (such as social networking services) by campaign staffers. Kleis Nielsen concluded that “the mobilising potential of the Internet will remain potential” (758), even in the much-debated, rhetoric-laden age of web 2.0. As the majority of voters appear pleased with remaining mostly on the receiving end in their political mediated behaviour, and as most politicians appear to remain steadfast in more traditional modes of campaigning, Kalnes suggests that developments in digital political campaigning and engagement should not be “overemphasised […] at the expense of continuity” (2009, 251). If we want to scrutinise how such developments (or the lack thereof) relate to political participation in a wider sense – beyond the political apparatuses and prior to us entering the election booths – we need to turn to public sphere theory.
Theoretical Approach: Representation or Participation?

The theoretical links between political communication and democracy is “as old as the idea of democracy itself” (Skogerbø 1996, 11). The term öffentlichkeit is over two hundred years old, and the ideas pertaining to it have been central for a wide variety of political theories, as well as more general social science theories. The history of public sphere theory can be constructed as a dialogue between pessimists or cynics on the one hand, and optimists or utopians on the other (see Gripsrud et al. 2010). One of the more famous instances of such a dialogue is the 1920s “phantom conflict” (Jansen 2009) involving exchanges between Dewey and Lippmann (e.g. Schudson 2008; Nyre 2011). Indeed, the optimist/pessimist division also holds valid for the discussion regarding the supposed impact of online media on the public sphere. Widely read authors such as Sunstein (2007) and Benkler (2006), as well as more popular commentators like Morozov (2011) and Shirky (2008), can be described as belonging to pessimistic and optimistic camps respectively.

How one perceives of the workings of the mediated public sphere in general, and its online parts in particular, depends on which conceptualisation of the public sphere one operates with. Ferree et al (2002, 295ff) provide a useful categorisation of concepts of the public sphere in different democratic theories. The authors distinguish between four traditions. The first, labelled representative liberal theory points out Schumpeter (1942) as a classic work and Downs (1957) as a key contributor. In essence, this tradition argues that “a public sphere designed to produce wise decisions by accountable representatives organised in political parties best serves the needs of democracy” (Ferree et al. 2002, 295). Second, participatory liberal theory (with its roots in Rousseau) favours the widest possible empowerment and inclusion, and is doubtful about any criteria that would restrict popular participation. The third variety identified is discursive theory, with Habermas (2006, for recent discussion) as the most well known contributor, and with important strands found in the writings of Mills (1959 [1969]) as well as by Gutman and Thompson (1996). Discursive theory is more commonly referred to as deliberative theory. It shares the aim of popular inclusion in the public sphere with the participatory liberal strand, but sees such inclusion as a means to a more deliberative public sphere, not an end. Deliberation, described as “discussion that involves judicious argument, critical listening, and earnest decision making” (Gastil 2000, 22), is at the centre here. This focus on deliberation held forth by the third tradition is questioned by the fourth and final tradition identified by Ferree and colleagues. Labelled constructivist theory (indebted to Foucault), this particular take on the idea of the public sphere questions the boundaries of what counts as relevant in the public sphere, and in what form, thus opposing a focus on closure of democratic processes.

Of these four strands, the third has emerged as the dominant in recent decades. In fact, the term “deliberation” has come to label a group of theories (see Bohman 1998 for an overview of the “deliberative turn” in democratic theory). Some even argue that “deliberative democratic theory is unabashedly a social movement as well as a theory […] Its advocates promote it not only as a pet theory but also as a social cause” (Mutz 2008, 529). Recent key contributions to democratic theory tend to either build on, to refine, deliberative theories (e.g. Benhabib 2002) or position themselves in clear opposition to deliberation as an ideal (e.g. Mouffe 2000), with more or less success (Karppinen et al. 2008).
The body of work looking for deliberation in different settings is impressive (see Carpini et al. 2004 for an overview). Much of this work is directly or indirectly related to some conceptualisation of the public sphere, though far from every contribution makes such claims (e.g. Goodin 2000, on deliberation “within the head of each individual”). Work on public online deliberation alone makes up a considerable part of this scholarly tradition. In these works, the analytical gaze is often directed towards online discussion forums. Studies tend to focus on how deliberative the discussions are (e.g. Graham and Witschge 2003; Albrecht 2006; Zhou et al. 2008), or on how other forms of communication can matter (e.g. Black 2009). Others have studied forum designs, considering features that may heighten deliberative performance (e.g. Jensen 2003; Wright and Street 2007). While such contributions concern the form or content of online communication in the public sphere, they do not necessarily gauge how the structure of the public sphere is influenced by communicative practices. Discussions of these aspects seem to be found first and foremost in theoretical and conceptual contributions (e.g. Friedland et al. 2006; Dahlberg 2011), while empirical studies are few and far between.

Hargittai et al. (2008) offer one sound example of such an empirical inquiry. Assessing the fragmenting potential of online media, the authors studied linking practices of popular liberal and republican US blogs. Their findings show that bloggers are more likely to link to bloggers that match their ideological persuasions, thus suggesting a more pessimistic outlook (e.g. Garrett 2009; Roodhouse 2009). Similarly, Hindman (2009) argues that the Internet is highly reminiscent of the offline media world: audiences are no less concentrated, and it is still extremely hard to “get heard” for non-elites. Moreover, Wei (2009) argues that bloggers with higher socio-economic status contribute more to so-called filter blogs – topical and objective with a focus on political knowledge – than lower-status segments of the populace. Although they relate implicitly or explicitly to a deliberative democratic ideal, few such studies explicitly deal with public sphere theory in a detailed way (one example would be Schmidt 2006).\1

Our aim here is not to test the normative potential of deliberative democratic theory. Rather, we aim to study one aspect of the public sphere (“who communicates”) in one arena for mediated communication (Twitter). For this purpose, we mobilise operationalised parts of different strands of public sphere theory. As explicated by Ferree et al. (2002), deliberative theory as well as constructivist theory builds on the idea of participation found in participatory liberal theory, namely the greatest possible popular inclusion. What separates these three, rather, is the issue of the outcome, and the form participation should ideally take – i.e. the kind of communication deemed as appropriate. Indeed, all three schools of thought would laud wide-ranging, popular participation. In contrast, a fundamentally different idea of participation in the public sphere is found in the first category identified by Ferree et al.: representative liberal theory.

On this basis, we can describe two different sets of criteria regarding the veritable “who” of political communication in the public sphere. Following a representative ideal, participation is limited to specific actors: the media (since they should encourage citizens to vote, and provide information about the parties and candidates to allow citizens to make informed choices), political parties (since they should communicate their positions fully and accurately), and experts (since they can help informing the people’s representatives in making wise decisions)
The citizens, of course, have a role to play in democratic rule, but not in the public sphere. Rather, citizens privately express their preferences in the election booth (Coleman and Blumler 2009 for further discussion). For the three other theoretical strands, although the prescribed aim as well as form of the communication differ, the question of who communicates is answered by striving to maximise popular participation.²

Our focus, then, is on the explanatory force of theoretical notions of the public sphere – one describing political communication as fundamentally about representation, the other describing it as participation – rather than on empirically testing dimensions of one normative ideal. With this tool, we seek to understand who communicates on novel arenas for public communication, here exemplified by Twitter. A scrutiny of the workings of Twitter in this regard should contribute to our understanding of actually existing democracies by helping us conceptualising the workings of a novel arena for public debate.

Data and Method

Research on Twitter is arguably at a very early stage. As such, a number of different approaches have been suggested by researchers interested in the uses of the platform. One approach involves large-scale data collection and social network analyses of Twitter users employing specific hashtags (e.g. Bastian et al. 2009; Bruns 2011; Larsson and Moe 2012). In the following, we detail the rationales employed for data collection and data analysis respectively.

Data Collection

In order to indicate specific themes pertaining to their messages, Twitter users can include so-called hashtags in their tweets. The presence of relevant hashtags in tweets can be regarded as a suitable delimitory rationale for data collection. For example, Larsson and Moe (2012) studied the use of Twitter during the 2010 Swedish election, utilising tweets hashtagged so as to indicate electoral content. Similarly, Bruns and Burgess (2011) studied the 2010 Australian election by focusing on the #ausvotes hashtag. Indeed, Gaffney (2010, 2) stated that hashtags allow scholars to “identify exact communication transmissions […] of interest.”

With the 2011 Danish election taking place on September 15th, 2011, data collection by means of yourTwapperKeeper was started a month before, on August 15th yourTwapperKeeper, “the preferred tool for capturing hashtag or keyword tweets in recent times” (Bruns, 2011, 10; see also Bruns and Liang 2012), is an open source software package that allows for large-scale archiving of tweets and their metadata guided e.g. by hashtags (TwapperKeeper, 2010). By employing a month long time span in the data collection process, the “obvious impact” (Golbeck et al. 2010, 1618) of the political calendar would perhaps become more visible in our data. Using the same reasoning, archiving continued until September 20th so as to catch some of the post-election tweets.

Hashtags are often created for particular events (e.g. Golbeck et al. 2010, 1618). In the weeks leading up to the election, the hashtag #fv11 (abbreviation for “parliamentary election 11” in Danish) emerged as the most commonly used to indicate electoral content. Hence, data collection was performed accordingly, meaning that tweets tagged as such and transmitted during the previously mentioned time
period were archived and made subject to initial screenings (See Moe and Larsson 2012, for a lengthier discussion on these data collection practices). In total, 28 695 tweets from 3192 senders were collected. Of the collected tweets, 1870 (6.5 percent of the total sample) were identified as spam, sent by a total of six spam accounts. Following the removal of these tweets and users, the final sample to be analysed consisted of 26 825 tweets sent by 3186 users.

**Data Analysis**

We can broadly discern between three practices for Twitter users: sending singletons (undirected messages), @ replies (directed messages) and retweeting (i.e. redistributing) messages originally sent by others. In order to examine the uses of these practices in the case at hand, two modes of analysis were utilised. First, the spread of the total number of tweets sent was assessed by means of a time line graph covering the specified time period. In order to pinpoint the top users of undirected messages, descriptive statistics were produced using the SPSS software package. Second, the practices of sending @ replies and retweets were gauged utilising social network maps created with the graphing software Gephi. Guided by the approach suggested by previous research (e.g. Larsson and Moe 2012), such visualisations are helpful in identifying high-end, key users for the specified practices.

**Results**

Figure 1 provides an overview of the data used in the study at hand. Specifically, it provides a time line graph that features the distribution of tweets during the time period for data collection – August 15th to September 20th.

The timeline is characterised by a number of protuberances or “spikes,” indicating surges in Twitter activity. These spikes are largely dependent on a variety of offline events, such as televised political debates. Election day itself, September 15th, features the largest spike during the examined period.

The graph further reveals that as election day draws ever closer, so increases the frequency of messages. Closer inspection of tweets sent during the identified “spikes” tend to correspond with televised political debates and interviews. As such, the users employed Twitter to disseminate opinions on the political situation – an activity that continued throughout election night.

While the timeline presented above provides us with insights as to the temporal aspects of tweeting, it says little about what types of tweets were being sent. When analysing the data in this regard, results indicate that Singletons tally up to 17 142 of the total number of tweets sent (63.9 percent), followed by retweets with a share of 6864 tweets (or 25.6 percent of the total). Finally, @ replies, signaling the conversational potential of Twitter, accounted for 2819 tweets in the data set (or 10.5 percent of the total number of tweets). As such, with close to two thirds of the tweets collected being singletons, most of the communication taking place using the specific hashtag was undirected and not conducive to deliberation.

Given our focus on high-end users, Table 1 identifies the ten most active users of Singleton messages.

The table consists of four columns, where the first two provide information on the Twitter username and the number of tweets sent by each identified user. The third column, labeled *Description*, features summaries of the narratives each user
provided on their respective Twitter profile pages (available at twitter.com/USER-NAME). Based on these self-reported accounts, we classify each user as belonging to one of the four categorisations of actors in the public sphere, as based on previous discussions. As such, while representatives of the media and citizens are present in the subsample discussed here, as well as experts of different sorts (understood here as users who describe themselves first and foremost as professionals in some regard), one specific group of users remain absent from the top ten distribution presented in table one. No established politicians appear to have employed undirected messages to such a degree that they would be featured here. Also, while the fact that the most frequent singleton user (ebvalg) was the official account of a leading
Danish tabloid newspaper might not be unexpected, the fact that the second most active singleton user appears to be an anonymous comedian (Leoparddrengen) might be less expected. Aside from a missionary (thomasfrovin), an IT professional (minkonto) and two users who do not provide any information regarding political preferences or professional activities (bripet and maidavalelover), the remainder of the identified accounts belong to journalists and PR consultants (LineHolmNielsen, MartinHjort, grevlindgren) and what might be considered a “citizen journalist,” providing reports from the ongoing election (ftvalg11).

In sum, while six out of ten of the most active singleton users could be classified as experts or media actors, these results indicate a slight overweight of representation as discussed previously. However, as the remaining four users identified here were better understood as citizens, we should be careful not to overemphasise this alleged representativeness.

Jansen et al. (2009, 2173) suggests the practices of sending @ replies and of redistributing Twitter messages sent by other users facilitate interaction in the Twittersphere. Figure 2 presents a social network graph gauging the top @ conversation networks.

Each node in Figure 2 represents an individual Twitter user, identifiable by the individual Twitter handle. Node colour signals the number of @ replies sent – the darker the node, the more active that specific user was in sending @ replies. Conversely, node size is dependent on the number of @ replies received. The more messages a specific user received, the bigger the corresponding node. A straight

Figure 2: Top @ Networks; Degree Range: >20.  
(Graph constructed using the Force Atlas layout in Gephi)
line between nodes indicate unidirectional communication, whereas curved lines indicate mutuality between users in the exchange of @ replies.

Utilising these node characteristics, the users identified in the social network graph presented above can be categorised into three different user categories. First, the category of Senders are categorised by darker, smaller nodes, indicating a user who sends more @ replies than he or she receives. Conversely, Receivers are identified by larger, lighter coloured nodes – the characteristics of a user who receives an ample amount of @ replies, but who does not send out as many such tweets. Finally, the users labeled Sender-Receivers are identified in the graph above as darker, larger nodes and thus appear as more reciprocal in their usage patterns.

Table 2 presents examples of identified users in each category, in combination with their respective self-reported descriptions and our categorisations of type of actor as shown previously.

Table 2: Categorisations of Top @ Message Users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Category</th>
<th>Username(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senders</td>
<td>aj42, funtastic689, michaeldreves</td>
<td>IT professionals</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers</td>
<td>LineHolmNielsen, KaareSorensen,</td>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KristianMadsen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Radikale, vestager</td>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>Political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spiri</td>
<td>IT professional</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sender-Receivers</td>
<td>FaheemH, minkonto, Dynepusheren</td>
<td>IT professional</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bripet</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helles_skygge</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leoparddrengen</td>
<td>Anonymous, political-satirical content</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dividing of the top @ message users into three broad categories is arguably not without its limitations. However, heuristically, it helps us distinguish the specific societal roles of users based on their individual approaches to Twitter through the use of the @ message format.

With the division between the three user types in place, some findings made clear in the above results can be commented on. First, for the Sender user category, three of the six users are identified as IT professionals (categorised as experts according to our theoretical rationale). Quite possibly tech-savvy and up to par with the latest trends in online communication, these individuals make good use of the @ sign in sending messages – but they do not tend to receive as many. Second, journalists and politicians appear to dominate the category of Receivers. As mentioned above, these media and political actors appear to be very popular in that they receive many @ replies from other Twitter users. However, the relatively lighter colour of the Receiver’s corresponding nodes suggests that these are, for the most part, one-way communicative relationships. Third, the final category of Sender-Receivers appears
as rather diverse. At least in comparison with the previous categorisations, no clear trend can be discerned regarding the societal roles of these users. While this final category of @ users contain both experts and citizens, the results presented here indicate that neither media representatives nor politicians utilised the deliberative potential of Twitter and the #fv11 hashtag to any larger degree.

As suggested by Kwak et al., “the retweet mechanism empowers users to spread information of their choice beyond the reach of the original tweet’s followers” (2010). In order to examine the practice of retweeting in the context of the 2011 Danish election, we employed a similar mode of analysis to the one used for mapping @ messaging networks. Figure 3 shows a social network graph depicting the top retweeting networks.

Figure 3: Top RT Network; Degree Range: >20.
(Graph constructed using the Force Atlas layout in Gephi)

Similar to Figure 2, each node in Figure 3 represents an individual Twitter user. The size of each node represents the degree to which each user was retweeted during the time period under scrutiny – a bigger nodes indicates larger popularity in this regard. The colour of the node denotes the degree of retweet activity of each user – the darker the node, the more retweets were sent by that particular user.

Applying the same analytical rationale for retweets as for @ replies, the users identified in Figure 3 can be classified into three broad user categories, based on the apparent use patterns mapped out in the figure. First, the category of Retweeters are represented in the graph above as smaller, darker nodes, representative of high activity with regards to redistributing the messages of other users. Second, users labeled Elites appear in the graph as relatively larger, lighter coloured nodes, as their
messages tend to be retweeted frequently, while they do not engage in retweeting the messages of others to any larger extent. Third, users classified as Networkers are more reciprocal in their use of the retweet function. Thus, they are represented in Figure 3 above as larger, darker nodes. Table 3 presents examples of identified users in each category in a similar fashion as for @ replies.

Table 3: Categorisations of Top Retweet Users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Category</th>
<th>Username(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of actor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retweeters</td>
<td>T_M_F_H, maidavalelover, Marcus-Munch, helles_skygge</td>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minkonto</td>
<td>IT professional</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elites</td>
<td>kfriss, informerener, LotteHansen, astridhaug, berlingske</td>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kmdk, jonworth</td>
<td>IT professionals</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Madsbrynum</td>
<td>Comedian</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bjarkesvendsen, goerlitz</td>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Networkers</td>
<td>LineHolmNielsen, KaareSorensen, KristianMadsen, soferye</td>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>jacobpackert, kasperhyllestet</td>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>Political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FaheemH</td>
<td>IT professional</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bripet</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leoparddrengen</td>
<td>Anonymous, political-satirical content</td>
<td>Citizen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same condition placed for the categorisation of @ message users is valid also here – the labelling of users as belonging to different categories and societal roles is not meant as a final, static division, but allows us to approach the relationships mapped out in figure 3 in a more coherent manner. A couple of clear trends regarding user patterns of the retweet functionality are made visible in Figure 3. First, we can discern five rather clear Retweeters (T_M_F_H, maidavalelover, MarcusMunch and minkonto, helles_skygge). These users, none of which were classified as affiliated with media or political actors, make frequent use of the retweet functionality.

Second, while some of the nodes classified as representing Elites with regards to their retweeting behaviour appear comparably smaller to certain other users, the lighter colour of these Elite nodes suggest a fairly one-sided behaviour on behalf of the identified users. Elites tend to be retweeted by other users frequently, and as such, it is expected that this category appears to be dominated by users classified as expert or media actors - users who could be considered well known also outside of the Twittersphere.

Third, as Figure 3 is dominated by comparably larger, somewhat darker nodes, many users demonstrate the characteristics of Networkers as specified above. Again, we see media, expert and political actors making up the bulk of users for this par-
ticular category, revealing a more mutual approach to the retweeting functionality than the previously mentioned user types.

Discussion

The points raised by our results can also be more directly related to the ideas of “who communicates” as prescribed in the two strands of theories identified previously. According to the first, communication in the public sphere takes the form of *representation*. Rather than being a task for each and any interested citizen, it is the designated job of the media, politicians and experts. In contrast, the other strand of thought we identified calls for maximum popular *participation*, regardless of social standing or professional status.

The list of top singleton users can serve as an arguably crude measure of representation, as it shows those who most frequently communicate in the tagged debate about the election on the Twitter platform. As we have argued, the top ten users are made up of quite a diverse set of user types. Mainstream media outlets and established journalists are present, as are users who identify themselves on their Twitter profile pages as experts (e.g. PR consultant and IT professional). These could both be considered as key categories to be present according to a representational ideal. Interestingly, no politicians – the third category of such users – appear in our analyses. This is perhaps especially noteworthy since politicians have often been accused of leaving the deliberative potential of Internet services at bay, using their web presences in a one-way communicative fashion (e.g. Larsson 2013).

Moreover, several of these top singleton users fall outside of the categories posited by representative liberal theory regarding who should communicate in the public sphere. As we have shown, students, comedians, and other individual citizens were among those who most actively tweeted about the election. The presence of comedians in the Danish case can also be linked to the popularity of political satire (such as *The Daily Show* or *The Colbert Report*) in other contexts – popularity that is sometimes discussed in terms of effects on political engagement (e.g. Xenos and Becker 2009). Based on this one measure, and on our particular delimitations, we might say that political communication on Twitter in the present case transgresses the idea of representation, and includes popular participation. To gain a better understanding, however, we need to look beyond a basic volume measure, and look closer at who gets a mention from other users. This can be assessed through the previously presented network analyses of @ reply and retweet patterns.

While citizen actors were indeed present also in these networks, both networks were dominated by actors introducing themselves as experts of some sort, or by actors related to some media outlet or political party. Again, we see a pattern similar to the one shown before: that of a mostly representative public sphere, with overlaps of participatory tendencies.

Furthermore, the specific practices of these actors within the different networks are interesting. For @ replies, journalists and politicians were more often on the receiving end. Conversely, citizens and experts appeared as more well-rounded users, appearing as sender-receivers in our analyses. A somewhat similar impression emerges when considering the retweet networks. Here, citizen actors are present in all three classifications, while media actors appear as both elites and networkers, showing the often discussed tendency for journalists to casually approach the pos-
sibilities of the new medium (e.g. Larsson 2013). As for politicians, the findings for retweeting suggest that a similar approach is being adopted by such actors as well.

The political communication on Twitter during the election campaign in Denmark as studied here can not be unreservedly understood as either participation or representation. Both perspectives offer some insights into the workings of this specific part of the public sphere. Rather than comparing the empirical findings to merely one normative ideal, our approach opens up new avenues for discussing the phenomena at hand since it allows us to connect ideal answers to the question of who communicates with fundamentally different ideas of democracy. As such, the mobilisation of different strands of public sphere theory can help facilitate new analyses of power in political communication. It can also serve as a fundament for prescriptions of remedies for democracy, such as those offered by Coleman and Blumler (2009; see also Coleman 2005). They argue that a “lack of political culture in which citizens can deliberate effectively” coupled with a mass media “which undermines public trust in politics per se” has led to severe democratic deficits (Coleman and Blumler 2009, 68). What they term “direct representation”; “mobilising, listening to, learning from, mapping and responding to diverse articulations of public experience” (Coleman and Blumler 2009, 79) is presented as a measure to potentially mend the state of politics and political communication.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

While debates regarding the potential of the Internet for widening the public sphere, allowing for a more participatory rather than representative space, will most likely spring to life at the launch of every new Internet service, it is of utmost importance to empirically assess such claims. This article has done exactly this in relation to Twitter, simultaneously testing the explanatory force of different strands of public sphere theory.

Our findings indicate that while participatory tendencies could indeed be found, most of the top users identified here would indicate a more representative online space. Of course, by concentrating on the very tip of the proverbial iceberg, we might miss out on certain activities. Future research should consider taking the “long tail” of communication into account. Similarly, our focus on structure rather than on content does not allow us to systematically assess the specific topics being discussed under the #fv11 hashtag. Thus, we would assume that the quantitative approach employed here could be complemented with some variety of more qualitative inquiry. Nevertheless, the results presented here allow us to identify who makes their voices heard on a larger scale – and who enjoys different forms of popularity across the specified network.

The study design presented here is not able to take activity outside of Twitter into account. While deliberative activities were found to be somewhat limited in our study, the sending and reading of singletons and retweets could perhaps lead users to engage with each other on other platforms – on – or offline. On this basis, we suggest that future research look further into how users move between, and differ in their uses of, various communicative outlets.

Some enjoy popularity in the network and are astute in their ways of using it – some are not. This should come as no big surprise (e.g. Page 1996). The question should perhaps instead be posed: who are the people gaining the wealth of the
network – to paraphrase Yochai Benkler (2006). By gauging these emergent patterns of political communication, mapping upon them established theoretical perspectives, we can provide useful insights, combining methodological sophistication with sound arguments.

Notes:

1. One explanation for this might be the challenges with operationalising a deliberative theory for empirical analysis (see Janssen and Kies 2005, 331; Mutz 2008).

2. As Wessler (2008, 3) argues, different normative standards exist in parallel, with one taking the form of “a strong (albeit mostly implicit) egalitarian current demanding that everyone who wants to say something in public should receive an equal share of attention.” In practice, this is of course totally unrealistic. Everyone cannot talk to everyone in a mediated public sphere. As Page satirically comments, using the USA as an example, “if each citizen insisted […] upon a rather modest two minutes of speaking time, the discussion would take five hundred million minutes: that is, 347,222 days, or 950 years. Extreme boredom and impatience would result” (Page 1992, 4). In general, if the number of actively participating speakers and the amount of messages rise, it will unavoidably lead to a decrease in the number of recipients to each message given the same time budget (e.g. Peters 1994, 52 n 7; Albrecht 2006, 66). One alternative is to aim for some kind of equal representation (e.g. Habermas [1992] 1996). Wessler opts for another way forward; doing away with the criteria of participation altogether, shifting focus from speakers to content through an ideal of “openness or equal opportunity for topics, perspectives, interpretations, ideas, and arguments” (Peters quoted in Wessler 2008, 3). See Mutz (2008) and Eveland et al (2011) for more fundamental critiques.
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